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These Artists need very little introduction. 

They're household names amongst still life

art lovers around the world.  In alphabetical

order they are: 

Bethany Saab, Bridgette McNab, Cath

Beynon, Elizabeth Barnett, Emma Sheehan,

Esther Eckley, Kate Vella, Melanie Vugich,

Sam Dennison, Sam Michelle, Sophie Perez,

and Wanda Comrie

A few months ago I asked these women if

they'd join me in a collaboration to celebrate

the launch of my new collection of linens. 

I am really excited about the intertextuality

aspects of this project. The idea of a painting

going from painting to pattern to product

and back to painting is a lovely lifecycle. For

the artwork I sent a sample of our new HM

linens at random to the Artists. From that

the Artists reinterpreted the linen into a

painting in their natural style. This catalogue

documents the results of that process. 
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SAM
MICHELLE

Sam Michelle was born in New

Zealand and moved to Melbourne

in 2001.

From a family of talented creatives

(ceramicists, sketch artists,

painters and jewellers), Sam has

forged a successful art practice

which integrates her love of flora,

handmade objects and textiles. 

Sam is represented by

Gallerysmith

HTTPS://GALLERYSMITH.COM.AU/STOCKROOM

/SAM-MICHELLE-AVAILABLE- ARTWORKS/

@SAMMICHELLEPAINTINGS
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AS AN EMERGING PAINTER,

SAM’S WORKS HAVE BEEN

SHORTLISTED FOR

NUMEROUS LOCAL AWARD

SHOWS AND HER WORK HAS

BECOME HIGHLY SOUGHT

AFTER, APPEARING ON

NUMEROUS DESIGN BLOGS

AND INTERIOR DESIGN

PUBLICATIONS.



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



BETHANY 
SAAB

Canberra-based emerging artist

Bethany Saab started painting with

intention in 2020, and with no formal

training she is quickly finding her place

amongst Australia's emerging artists to

watch. Starting with two sold-out mini

releases in 2020, Bethany went on to

show her first solo exhibition with

Michael Reid Northern Beaches in

January 2021. Predominantly still life,

Bethany’s paintings have been

described as ‘intimate glimpses into

personal spaces’ and as an example of

‘joyous expression’ through the use of

pattern (Peter Haynes, The Canberra

Times, May 1, 2021). 

HTTPS://MICHAELREIDNORTHERNBEACHES.CO

M.AU/ARTIST/BETHANY-SAAB/

@BETHANYSAABART
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Bethany was featured on the arts

podcast Interview With An Artist in

April 2021, as well as appearing in The

Design Files 'Emerging Painters you

should know', ArtEdit Magazine and

The Australian Newspaper Inaugural

Summer Exhibition. Bethany is

preparing for her second solo show

with Michael Reid in October 2021.

Photograph @bechaycraft



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



SAMANTHA
DENNISON

Samantha Dennison is a painter

living in Albany on the south coast

of Western Australia. Originally

from Perth, Samantha studied Art

Education at Edith Cowan

University and graduated as a high

school art teacher. Since her move

to Albany in 2012, Samantha has

concentrated on still life painting. 

Samantha’s realist still life oil

paintings reflect her search for

space and stillness, offering

endless moments of quiet and

calm.
 

WWW.SAMANTHADENNISON.COM.AU/

@SAMANTHADENNISONARTIST
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Samantha has been a finalist in the

2021 Ravenswood Australian

Women’s Art Prize, 2020 Joondalup

Invitation Art Prize, 2018 Eutick

Memorial Still Life Award and 2016

Albany Art Prize. She won the Popular

Choice Award in the 2019 Great

Southern Art Award, the Painting Prize

and Popular Choice Award in the 2015

Great Southern Art Award, and the

Popular Choice Award in the 2014

Great Southern Art Award. 

Samantha Dennison is represented by

Linton & Kay Galleries, WA, and A K

Bellinger Gallery, NSW.



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



MELANIE
VUGICH

Melanie Vugich grew up in the

outback NSW town of Broken Hill

then spent time in Adelaide and

Sydney before venturing to

London. On a trip to Italy she

instantly fell in love with Florence

and remained there for 25 years.

During this time she developed her

skills as a fabric designer, created

prints for several of Italy’s biggest

fashion labels and held numerous

solo and joint exhibitions. 

 

HTTPS://WWW.MELANIEVUGICH.COM/PRODUC

T/BANKSIA-THE-BEAUTY-OF-FRUITY-HUES/

@MELANIEVUGICH
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Arriving back in Australia 12 years

ago, Melanie now lives and works

in the beachside suburb of Bronte.

She paints full-time and primarily

focuses on the still life genre.

Melanie’s ongoing goal as an artist

is to share her passion for colour,

composition and the beauty to be

found in everyday items.

Melanie is currently working

toward a solo exhibition, to be held

in June at The Corner Store Gallery

in Orange.



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



KATE
VELLA

Kate Vella is an emerging artist

based in The Southern Highlands

of New South Wales.

Largely self-taught Vella

completed part time courses and

attended workshops in various

subjects in acrylics and mixed

media.

Working predominantly in acrylics,

Vella continues to explore in the

still life genre and landscape.

HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/KATE_VELLA_

ART/

@KATE_VELLA_ART
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 In 2019 Vella had her first solo

show in Sydney, followed by more

exhibitions and numerous group

shows .

Kate Vella was a finalist in,

 Ravenswood Australian Women's

Art Prize 2020

Meroogal Women's Art Prize 2020

Kangaroo Valley Art Prize 2020



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



EMMA 
SHEEHAN

Each of my table-scapes are

inspired by the colours, foods,

ceramics and tableware that my

family has surrounded me with

throughout my life. My family has

always been one that loves to cook

and my aunt owns a beautiful

luxury vintage homewares store in

Sydney so the kitchen has always

been the centerpoint of the home,

and the table a place that brings

our family together. 

HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/EMMASHEEH

ANARTIST/

@EMMASHEEHANARTIST
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I like to look at each of my works as

a modern portrayal of the ‘kitchen’

or ‘cooks’ table, a place full of food,

people, precious memories, love,

drama and full of energy. I aim to

celebrate the joyous nature of

home cooking and its associations,

where the vibrant palette, busy

layout and the inclusion of some of

the tablecloths and ceramics from

my family's home creates a

nostalgic, but also cheerful and

festive feeling.

Emma has had solo exhibitions at

Maunswell Wickes Sydney & The Moree

Gallery



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



CATH
BEYNON

Cath Beynon is an Artist located on

the Mid North Coast of NSW. She

paints from her Bellingen studio. 

Cath recently held a solo show at

Project Gallery 90 in Paddington,

Sydney. Of that exhibition she

wrote "I put this body of work

together in 2020. The work

reflects how my son, Willow, and I

were living our lives during this

time. 

HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/CATHBEYNO

N/?HL=EN

@CATHBEYNON
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We both had plans which involved

going places. Obviously, that was

impossible and we, like the rest of

the world, were left in limbo. As I

continued to work, my friends

started bringing around their

cherished things for me to paint;

which was a beautiful way for me

to feel connected during isolation.'

Cath is represented by Purple

Noon Gallery & Project Gallery 90.





WANDA
COMRIE

An Australian fine artist, maker

and passionate creative living in

the Margaret River region,

Wanda’s emerging creative

practice encompasses

observational realistically

rendered compositions.

Responding to shadow play in

domestic scenes and locally found

botanicals, she reflects on the

beauty and complexity that

everyday living can provide.
 

HTTPS://WANDACOMRIE.COM/

@WANDACOMRIE
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Many years after studying graphic

design, her work retains a solid

graphic influence with a strong

colour palette.

Recognised with numerous awards

Wanda's art practice continues to

evolve.



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



ELIZABETH
BARNETT

Elizabeth Barnett's creative

practice encompasses painting,

printmaking and illustration.

Elizabeth's work documents her

surroundings, often depicting

intimate domestic spaces filled

with exotic and interesting plants,

colour, treasured objects and

furniture, seasonal still life

compositions and landscapes.

 
 

HTTPS://WWW.ELIZABETHBARNETT.COM/

@ELIZABETHBARNETT
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Elizabeth studied a Bachelor of

Fine Arts Printmaking at The

Victorian College of the Arts,

Melbourne 2002-2004, Bachelor

Fine Arts Honours - Printmaking,

RMIT, Melbourne, 2006, Masters

of Arts- Illustration, Camberwell

College of Art, London, 2008-

2009. Elizabeth lives in the

Macedon Ranges, Victoria where

she works from her home studio

and is represented in Victoria by

James Makin gallery. Her work is

also shown in NSW at Michael Reid

Murrurundi.

https://jamesmakingallery.com/artists/elizabeth-barnett/
https://michaelreidmurrurundi.com.au/


Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



SOPHIE 
PEREZ

Sophie Perez, née Ruderman is a

British born artist who graduated from

the Royal College of Art in London in

2003 with an MA in Painting.

In 2005 Sophie relocated to

Melbourne Australia and now resides

on the Mornington Peninsula with her

family; drawing inspiration from the

surroundings & everyday life.

Paint is Sophie's favourite medium, she

loves the continual learning of what

can be achieved with paint. Seeing the

landscapes endless possibilities

through colour and texture. 

 

HTTPS://WWW.SOPHIEPEREZARTIST.COM/

@SOPHIEPEREZARTIST
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Seeking new compositions of shapes

and light within the landscapes.

Everyday environments inform her

work, living in various locations

directly inspired her practise, looking

for ways to portray what's around;

Seeing it for the first time yet evoking a

distant memory of something past. 

Sophie’s new studio is located at 65

Bentons Road, Mornington VIC.

Look out for her open studio days

where you can meet Sophie, chat about

her works and have a cup of tea!



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



BRIDGETTE
MCNAB

Bridgette McNab is an Australian

artist currently based in

Melbourne. Bridgette graduated

from The National Art School in

2011. Since then she has exhibited

extensively and appeared as a

finalist in many well-known art

prizes such as The Archibald Prize,

The Doug Moran National Portrait

Prize and The Portia Geach

Memorial Award.   

 

HTTPS://WWW.BRIDGETTEMCNAB.COM/

@BRIDGETTEMCNAB
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A graphic still life and portrait

painter, Bridgette is preoccupied

with themes orbiting voyeurism,

artifice and role play. Her paintings

draw on cinematographic, fashion

and pop culture references,

demonstrating her interest in

hyper reality and the performative

nature of contemporary culture. 



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



ESTHER
ECKLEY

Esther is a representational painter

who aims to capture the beauty of

everyday objects, fruit or flowers

in a simple way that captures the

opposites of light. She experiments

between light and shadow, hard

and soft as well as rough and

smooth with the use of a palette

knife. HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ESTHERECKL

EY

@ESTHERECKLEY
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Esther is originally from Wales and

now lives in Armidale, New South

Wales, with her family. 

Esther is preparing for her solo

exhibition at Michael Reid

Murrurundi in October. 



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



HELEN 
MCCULLAGH

Helen is best known for her bright,

contemporary and aesthetically

beautiful still life oil paintings.

Helen holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts

from Southern Cross University

“A love of oil paint, and colour

theory in general is the drive

behind my work. A combination of

soft layers and thick impasto areas

informs my process, with a

preference for intuitive colour

mixing rather than preplanning. 

HTTPS://WWW.HELENMCCULLAGHART.COM/

@HELENMCCULLAGH
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The still life form offers the perfect

subject matter to deeply explore

colour, it’s contrast; it’s dance. I paint

as a means of meditation, as a way of

discovering, of learning what works

and why. Pattern, colour and

composition being the main focus.

Painting is an escapism for me, it offers

both satisfaction and frustration, but

demands total mindfulness, to the

point that I don’t consciously think, and

it just comes through a series of

movements and intuitive choices. I’m

strongly influenced by the modernists

and more particularly Henri Matisse,

Andre Derain, Vuillard, Bonnard,

Margaret Preston and Fairfeld Porter”.



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



Photography: @hannahpuechmarin
Styling: @albertandgrace



Melanie Vugich
Banksia & the Beauty of Fruity Hues

45 x 60cm
Oil on wood

Raw white oak frame
$1850

Kate Vella
Poppies and Tea

49 x 49cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Australian Oak Shadow Box frame
$990

Sam Michelle
Helen McCullagh Textiles and Dahlias’

79 x 79cm
Oil on canvas

American Oak Shadow Box Frame
$4650

Sophie Perez
The Secret Lives of Colour

67.5 x 62.5 cm
Oil on canvas

Tasmanian Oak Shadow Box Frame
$1650



Elizabeth Barnett
With Helen 
79 x 64 cm
Oil on linen

Victorian Ash Shadowbox Frame
$3500

Emma Sheehan
Fruit on Orange Check

120 x 90cm
Acrylic on canvas

Oak shadowbox frame
$1950

Esther Eckley
Orange Segments

44 x 54cm
Oil on board

Raw Oak shadow box frame
$1500

Cath Beynon
Washed Lemons

33 x 33.5cm
$600



Bethany Saab
Sitting Pretty
61 x 51cm

Acrylic on canvas
Tasmanian Oak Shadow Box Frame

$1350

Samantha Dennison
Streaky Bay Jug

53 x 53cm
Oil on canvas

Tasmania Oak Shadow Box Frame
$2100

Bridgette McNab
Yellow Flowers

32 x 42cm
Oil on polycotton

$650
 
 

Bridgette McNab
Sardines

60 x 60cm
Oil on polycotton

$1600



Wanda Comrie
Hakea on Helen McCullagh

28 x 35.5
Oil on cradled board

Solid Marri Shadowbox frame
$1690

Helen McCullagh
A Day in Autumn

79 x 64cm
Oil on cotton

Tasmanian Oak Shadowbox Frame
$2100





Proudly curated by
Helen McCullagh

www.helenmccullaghart.com
@helenmccullagh


